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GOVERNMENT'S "MUTUAL AID SCHEME” FOR MANUFACTURERS

However well organised a firm may be, there are times when war work

is held up for want of a few holts and nuts, or screws, washers, ball

hearings, or even a small quantity of split pins. Although these

requirements are available somewhere it is not always possible for the

user to know just where.

Realising this need, and the fact that even in the best organised
businesses it is impossible to avoid accumulating some surplus products,
the Ministry of Supply have recently put into being a scheme - the

"Mutual Aid Scheme” - aimed at locating this surplus material and placing
the knowledge of its location with a department eager and willing to give
the information to a firm in need.

Already excellent co-operation and support have come from some of

the largest engineering concerns in the country and much benefit bad been

derived.

Sometimes only a couple of ball bearings or 1,000 gross of screws

or nuts are involved but when it is realised that if assistance can be

given one firm's shortage may be supplied immediately from another 1
s

surplus, it can be understood how much the scheme is helping those who

themselves are helping the war effort.

No matter how unusual some surplus nay appear to be, in those days
of adaptation an unthought use may occur.

To take an example: in a factory in the Midlands whose peace-time
manufactures of kitchen utensils had been curtailed in favour, of more

important work, a quantity of 100,000 utensil handles were found so

closely to resemble the handle used on some amunition boxes as to be

usable in place of those that were being made.

In another case more than 1,000 new ball bearings were offered to

the scheme after having lain upon a works shelf for several months;

they were disposed of the same day and at this moment are no doubt parts

of machines making our war weapons.

The success so far achieved fromBirmingham and Manchester, where

the scheme was launched, has prompted the Ministry to extend the scheme

into other industrial regions and this will be done in the near future.

But until such times as firms are approached, those having surplus

stocks of such stores and those firms who are in need of similar parts,

are asked to communicate with the Regional Disposals Officer, Ministry

of Supply, C.M.L. Building, Birmingham, or in the case of Manchester to

the same department, Britannia House, Manchester.
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